A study of peritoneal metastatic xenograft model of colorectal cancer in the treatment of hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy with Raltitrexed.
Peritoneal metastasis of colorectal cancer is one of the most incident and fateful diseases among relapse cases. It shows a certain resistance to systemic chemotherapy. The perfusion system in clinic is complex and hard to be used in fundamental researches. This study aims at evaluating the effect of an improved hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy with Raltitrexed used in tumor-bearing mice with peritoneal metastatic colorectal carcinoma. The results showed that no severe adverse effect was observed. All control animals developed extensive peritoneal and mesenteric metastatic nodes. Tumor sites in the treatment groups were reduced significantly. The administration dose of Raltitrexed influenced concentration in systemic blood and peritoneal tissues. Temperature promoted the intracellular absorption of Raltitrexed significantly. Our findings reveal that hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy is an efficient therapy in treating peritoneal metastatic carcinoma in nude mice. It can effectively reduce the extension of carcinoma cells from macro and micro examination. The combination of hyperthermia and Raltitrexed resulted in an improved therapeutic effect on animal models.